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ABSTRACT
This paper will explore the security of smart watches that have seen significant growth over the past few
years. As smart watches gain popularity in society, addressing privacy and security concerns to keep
sensitive information safe from malicious exploitation must be important. In an industry with limited focus
from academic researchers, governments, or leading security companies, I will examine whether smart
watches should have mandatory security protection governed by security regulations and policies that
protect data privacy and exposure from potential attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Research has shown that consumers are becoming progressively interested in monitoring their
health along side an increased demand from parents to provide their children with a GPS tracking
device[1, 2]. As a result, smart watches are becoming increasingly important for companies such
as Apple, Google, Facebook, and Amazon as they aim to expand their operations into insurance,
healthcare, and pharmaceutical markets [3]. As Apple continues to dominate the market with its
Watch Series, Google has invested billions of dollars in acquiring smart watch technology
companies Fitbit and Fossil, alongside combining with Samsung’s Tizen OS to fulfill the gap for
an Android-powered smart watch that works seamlessly with all Android mobile devices[4, 5].
This research will aim to identify potential security vulnerabilities and the methods attackers
could use to compromise a smart watch. This will bring a new perspective to the literature and
highlight the importance of data protection for users to be aware of when using a smart watch and
during the risk analysis decision process before adopting a device. Additionally, this paper aims
to evoke discussions amongst original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to evaluate endpoint
security protection of smart watches and critically evaluate the most effective technologies
available for integration into the device. Finally, this research will aim to encourage governments
to champion mandatory security standards and introduce regulatory legislation for the industry to
follow.
Security of smart watches has attracted little interest from researchers, companies, or government
bodies even though the market has increased by 20% globally YoY, with the amount of data
handled by manufacturers intensifying in a fragmented market [6-8]. Industry-leading security
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companies have highlighted that the consumer market for fitness wearables, including smart
watches, neglects basic security standards with limited research into the known vulnerabilities to
protect users against the risks [9, 10]. The smart watch has seen a dramatic rise in usage since the
introduction of the Apple Watch in 2015, changing the market to a more accessible area for the
general consumer with sales greater than the traditional watches of Rolex[11]. Along with the
major players such as Apple, Samsung, and Huawei, who contribute to over half of the smart
watch sales, 40% of the market comprises basic devices with low-level proprietary OS [12].
However, in the age of the Internet of Things (IoT), securing data and privacy rights influences
the adoption rate of smart watches, especially amongst healthcare users [13].

2. RELATED WORKS
Recent studies have focused on the technical components of smart watches and the related
privacy issues, including several blog posts, reports, and whitepapers [9, 14-18]. One significant
remission is the lack of legislation and government regulations to control a market that has grown
from a niche industry into a multi-billion dollar market with devices now sold on major shopping
sites and reported as a must-have gadget [19, 20]. In addition, a lack of ideas and answers in
response to the security vulnerabilities highlighted across academics and organizations is a
concerning aspect that manufacturers can freely sell devices to consumers with little care for the
user's privacy, basic technology, and data storage.
The literature has been conducted on low-level propriety OS devices, smart watches for children,
or wearable devices for the healthcare industry [21-23]. Several studies have researched the
security of smart watches for children with similar findings regarding the lack of protection and
many vulnerabilities discovered during testing [15, 24]. For example, the Norwegian Consumer
Council in 2017, analysed consumer rights in four smart watches marketed to parents to keep in
touch and track the location of their children [24]. Key observations highlighted apparent security
vulnerabilities in three devices and a general lack of care for users' privacy, with large amounts of
unencrypted data sent to servers and third parties worldwide. Advancements to this research
came from [15], who researched the vulnerabilities of smart watches for children in Germany and
found severe security vulnerabilities ranging from SQL injections to having no privacy statement
upon installation of the supporting applications. The authors also discovered that the smart
watches tested had no encryption or authentication when communicating with Chinese provided
servers or with the supporting application [22].
Research into the adoption of healthcare wearable devices, including smart watches, detailed
evidence of a user's perceived privacy risk can influence their decision to use a device, including
disclosing personal health information and the potential for data loss[25, 26].The association
cannot be exact even though the research into medical wearables and smart watches for children
has similarities to the general consumer smart watch, including security concerns around data
collection, data flow, and device hardware. Especially considering the smart watches for children
have sim card technology and lack key technologies of the consumer market such as contactless
payment and activity tracking.
On the other end of the spectrum, little research has been conducted on the security capabilities of
high-end devices sold by Apple or Samsung. Instead, researchers focus on the device’s
functionality, such as healthcare-related connectivity and users’ privacy paradox when adopting a
smart watch [21, 27]. Furthermore, only Apple has a detailed security guide for its smart watch
when comparing the manufacturers directly. In contrast, Samsung and Huawei have support
forums to answer security concerns. On the other hand, the low-end devices have no
manufacturer-supported instructions to assist the user in securing their device or providing an
insight into the platform security [28-30].
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The lack of research into the security of smart watches, the lack of legislation, and the lack of
answers to identified issues, therefore, creates an abundance of opportunities for academia,
governments, and organizations to prioritize this market with resources and commercial
incentives to ultimately protect users from attackers who will no doubt increase their attention
onto these devices as the next payout. The extension of the topic, knowledge, and presentation of
opportunities will be the main contribution of this paper. In exploring these issues, the following
research questions are proposed. Should smart watches have mandatory security protection
governed by security regulations and policies that protect data privacy and exposure from
potential attacks? Including greater checks for manufacturers to pass before selling devices and
penalties for those who sell smart watches that lack proper protection. In addition, should smart
watches be manufactured with the technological processing power to house an endpoint security
application – like mobile devices and laptops that have applications that offer protection through
monitoring and analyzing threats?

3. OVERVIEW OF SMART WATCHES
A smart watch is typically an extension of a mobile phone. Worn on the wrist, the device
provides notifications and metrics to the user. Advancements in recent years have seen modern
smart watches supporting advanced features and display high-resolution information to the user
via a touch screen [31]. For example, devices that focus on activity tracking can monitor, store,
and transmit data about one’s activities, such as calories burnt, heart rate, and stress levels.
Whereas smart watches are worn by children can monitor location, take photos, and be controlled
by parents via an application.

3.1. Smart Watch Market
Apple, Samsung, and Fitbit are the major players in the market. However, new low-end devices
that fill sites like Amazon or Kogan see figures 1 & 2, are becoming increasingly popular[32].
Like most low-end technology, these smart watches have been reported to contain malware,
intrusive technology, and lack basic encryption standards [15, 23, 24, 33]. For example,
Kogan.com has 100s of smart watches for sale from over 45 brands, most of which are
Kogan.com branded, as shown in figure 1, for a heavily discounted price compared to the Apple
Watch, which retails at $599. It is a similar market on Amazon.com.au, where 1000s of devices
are sold from overseas sellers with unknown brand names. Figure 2 illustrates the featured results
for smart watches marketed toward children, with many devices containing built-in cameras, GPS
tracking, and standalone functionality from sim card-powered technology.
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Figure 1. Smart watches for sale on Kogan.com

Figure 2. Smart watches for children are on sale at
Amazon.com.au

3.2. Smart Watch Technology
The technology behind the latest smart watches has created a lifestyle for consumers to access a
digital wallet, 24/7 tracking capabilities, and instant access to physiological measurements. Even
though the variations are significant, the fundamental hardware powering the devices remains
consistent across devices[34].The primary technology includes sensors such as a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver, Photo plethysmo graphy (PPG) – technology to measure
heart rate (HR), accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers [35-37]. Figure 3 illustrates the
process of a user having their activities monitored, then communicated to a smart phone and onto
a cloud service which is then fed back to the user via the smart watch display or a smart phone in
an easy-to-understand format.

Figure 3. Smart watch tracking and monitoring process
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These sensors are essential when tracking health and fitness activities for the user to analyse and
improve themselves. However, these sensors have limited computation and processing capability,
with devices relying on additional processing units to process the data[38]. Cloud computing
technology has provided the opportunity to transmit sensor data to the cloud, which an authorized
user can access with any internet-connected device[39].
Advancements in smart watches have introduced Near-Field Communication (NFC) technology
for payment services, ticketing, and control hosting access[21]. In addition, cameras and
microphones are being built into the device for various uses, including monitoring healthcare
patients to examine eating adapts and facial recognition when communicating with doctors [40].
Recently, companies are developing technologies to control your vehicle via a smart watch and
even monitor your energy levels while driving for improved safety with adaptive cruise control
increasing the distance between vehicles if the drivers’ stress levels intensify[41, 42].
Bluetooth technology is a critical component of short-range wireless communication between a
smart watch and Bluetooth-enabled devices like smart phones, headphones, or heart rate
monitors[43]. The devices formulate a link via a Adhoc network known as a piconet that enables
two or more Bluetooth devices to communicate with each other [44]. A master and slave
environment is established in the network, with up to seven slave devices able to request and
transmit data to the master device [45]. For example, a smart watch would be a slave to the
master smart phone; however, a smart watch can also be a master to a heart rate monitor, which
acts as a slave. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or Bluetooth 4.0 has been adopted by smart
watches as the communication standard due to the low and cheap power consumption to
exchange small amounts of data in a few milliseconds[46]. This technology also allows a smart
watch to acquire internet connectivity via the master device without establishing a direct internet
connection[47].

4. SECURITY OF SMART WATCHES
Like other devices that contribute to the Internet of Things (IoT) environment, a smartwatch is
always connected to the internet with data constantly measured and analysed by organizations
who either manufacture the device or by third parties who have access to this information [48].
This raises concerns regarding the collection of this data, how and where it is being stored, and
how and by whom it is being used[49, 50].

4.1. Industry Overview
Recently, Google’s acquisition of Fitbit faced heavy scrutiny from American law enforcement
agencies and the Department of Justice regarding how the deep insights into health and location
user data tracked by Fitbit would boost Google’s market position in the online advertising
business [51, 52]. Even though there have not been any significant security attacks on
smartwatches, the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and the National Crime Agency
(NCA) of the UK have highlighted that hackers can gain easy access to smart watches with
reports suggesting ransomware will target devices holding data such as photos, emails, and
fitness activities [9, 53, 54]. At a higher level, one major manufacturer of smart watches, Garmin,
suffered a ransomware attack in 2020, with a reported $10m payment negotiated to receive the
decryption key [55]. Millions of users worldwide regularly use Garmin’s technologies to track,
store and manage activities, alongside utilizing Garmin Pay for contactless payments. Therefore,
this will promote hacking groups to target the manufacturers who store the vast amount of data
and increase the pressure on the organizations to pay against the threat of the data being released.
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Health information is far more valuable than credit card details and Social Security numbers on
the dark web[56]. Therefore, it is not surprising that cyber-attacks on smart watches are predicted
to increase with children at risk due to the security flaws highlighted alongside the threat of
ransomware attacks on users and manufacturers[56, 57]. The companies selling these devices
reap significant benefits by harnessing this data for marketing purposes while seeking
technological advancements to promote more user consumption and product identification [58].
However, this ability for smart watches to collect private and sensitive data can increase
intrusiveness perceptions and privacy concerns from the user [59].

4.2. Evaluation Against the CIA Triad
From a security perspective, smart watches, like many IoT devices, have limited built-in
technology for protecting data and user’s privacy. This includes computing power, data handling,
storage and communication, and authentication protocols to protect the user[21, 39].The most
common information security model to evaluate the effectiveness of providing a secure
environment for technology, including smart watches, is the CIA Triad which contains three
primary goals of confidentiality, integrity, and availability [60, 61].

Figure 4. The CIA Triad

Protecting a device's hardware, software, and communication protocols at a basic architectural
level ensures clarity in protecting data from unauthorized access, modification, and
distribution[62, 63]. Smart watches are no different, with a vast amount of personal information
captured. Therefore, the CIA triad can assist with identifying the attributes to focus on, whether it
is a risk assessment, asset management, or designing security measures [64].

4.2.1. Confidentiality of Smart Watches
The information on a smart watch is sensitive, containing a variety of data from contact details to
text messages, and therefore should be managed securely to avoid unauthorized disclosure or
access[65]. The concept of confidentiality is ensuring unauthorized users are actively prevented
from accessing specific information while ensuring a secure platform for the authorized users to
obtain the information [66]. Firstly, the trusted Registration Authority (RA) performs the initial
registration process of the user via the device, smart phone, and cloud server, with the
information for various authentication steps such as passwords stored in these devices [67]. Smart
watches have limited computation power, and therefore once the device starts collecting data
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from heart rate to location, this information is sent to the smart phone and onto the cloud server
for detailed analysis and storage. A typical smart watch supports two types of authentication:
local authentication, which is secure communication between the device and smart phone, with
the second being remote authentication between the device and cloud server [68].
Smart watches rely on BLE as the communication method to exchange data between devices.
However, as with any other form of wireless communication, the security of Bluetooth has
vulnerabilities and emerging threats [46]. One weakness relates to the malicious intervention
when pairing devices due to flaws in the required trusted link key establishment protocol and how
session encryption is not mandatory [69]. This allows attackers to eavesdrop on the pairing and
authentication process, then use a brute force algorithm to identify sensitive information such as a
PIN, or attack using Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) intrusion as authentication is achieved without a
shared secret key [70]. As a result, the attacker can trick the devices into believing they are paired
when in fact, they are paired with the attacker, who can read all traffic as it passes between the
parties, including login credentials and personal information [60, 71].
Proposed ideas have been presented to design a greater secure authentication model for smart
watches and address confidentiality issues. Firstly, the authors[14] presented a lightweight
anonymous authentication scheme using cryptographic operations to protect message
transmission while ensuring that smart watches' limited storage and computation capabilities are
not impacted. Secondly,[67] presented a lightweight authentication protocol for a range of smart
watches to address manufacturers' power usage challenges due to the lack of processing power
and battery life within smart watches. The authors highlighted an environment with low
computation cost to operate one-way hash or symmetric critical cryptographic operations as a
potential method of maintaining user confidentiality. Authors[72] introduced a novel asymmetric
three-party-based authentication scheme using a QR code, visual out-of-band (OOB) channel,
and human intervention during the authentication process. Although the authors highlighted that
the model could be time-consuming, they reported resistance against man-in-the-middle and
eavesdropping attacks. Finally, a handwaving authentication method was tested to provide secure
access to devices via analysing the user’s biometrics to extract behaviour feature[73].

4.2.2. Integrity of Smart Watches
The integrity security requirement is an essential component to mitigate against the threats of
malicious or authorized bugs within the device or network, which involves protecting information
captured from degradation or illicit manipulation either at rest or in transit[74, 75]. Unfortunately,
even though the integrity principle is a critical goal of the CIA Triad, there is limited research
into the direct integrity exploitation of smart watch devices, which has been acknowledged as a
limitation for this section. I will, however, provide examples where integrity objectives can be
applied, albeit from an indirect perspective.
Author [76]highlighted examples of compromising the data when in transit to the cloud due to
devices lacking sophisticated secure data flow. For example, in 2020, UK-based security firm
Pen Test Partners discovered a flaw in low-end smart watches that allowed anyone with basic
hacking skills to send fake pill reminder notifications to targeted dementia
patients[77].Vulnerabilities were found in the supporting software system called SETracker,
which lacked any authentication or authorization when sending commands server-to-server. In
2014, researchers were able to attack a Samsung Gear smart watch using a brute-force attack on
the PIN, exploiting the link messaging protocol, to access the user’s data which can be decoded
to view Facebook conversations[17]. Fortunately, the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
found in smart phones to enable protection from untrusted apps or malware is starting to be
ported on devices such as the Samsung Gear S2 and S3, which contain the Knox security
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platform[21]. This segregated environment protects the integrity and confidentiality of the data
from other software that reside outside of the TEE [78].

4.2.3. Availability of Smart Watches
Availability is the concept of how information can be accessed by authorized users in a timely
and reliable manner[79]. The smart watch market had an initial focus on capturing a user’s data
while running due to the early GPS tracking capabilities in the early 2000s but has since evolved
to a device that features contactless payment, Bluetooth technology, and personalized information
that can reveal passwords, daily routines, and credit card transactions[80, 81].Smart watches are
becoming increasingly self-sufficient in managing and tracking information while ensuring
availability for data access, whether it is on the device directly or via a third-party management
application like Strava [82].
Essentially, the backend servers and networks should be available 24/7 for the authorized user to
access their information whenever they want to. The only known availability breach relates to the
ransomware attack on Garmin, which forced a shutdown of its infrastructure, including the
Garmin Connect service, which contains the users’ data [83]. Even though no major security
breach from a smart watch has been detected, the advancements in the technology allow for more
sensitive data to be captured by users in a digital, remote working environment, leading to
availability breaches from lost or stolen devices, especially when a smart watch is unencrypted or
lacks password protection[53, 84]. This can lead to similar examples of when an MI6 laptop
containing sensitive information was left in a taxi or the theft of a laptop from an employee
working for a healthcare organization [85, 86].
Research in 2015 focused on the availability of healthcare data on connected devices for diabetic
patients and found a reduced state of data availability [87]. Although the research looked broadly
at medical devices, it highlights an essential principle for the smart watch industry: handing over
control to the devices from a medical perspective should be addressed with caution. Especially
when healthcare professionals rely on smart watches to remotely capture patient data, and the
major technology players are expanding their operations into this space [3, 40]. Finally, policy
updates from Samsung have terminated the Get Location Service for its Galaxy Watch range,
creating an availability concern for users that previously relied on this service to locate lost
devices [88].

4.3. Legislation
As mentioned, this industry lacks mandatory legislation, including the design, manufacturing,
security tests, and data storage controls. This has led to many experts expressing concern about
the lack of regulatory structure for industry compliance within a market known for poor device
security, with 90% of malicious cyber botnets targeting IoT devices [89]. Therefore, this section
will highlight several legislations that relate to the use and management of smart watches.
The Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC) published an IoT security code for manufacturers
to follow with 13 principles outlined to ensure better protection for consumers[90]. The code of
practice includes providing detailed privacy policies and adopting encryption methods when
storing credentials. However, these principles are voluntary and cover the IoT devices from a
broad-spectrum approach rather than specific guidelines for each device under the IoT umbrella
[91]. One notable remission is how the guide focuses on the devices and not the associated
backend server - stating how backend servers should follow and implement their respective
practices. Against other IoT devices, smart watches track considerably higher amounts of
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personal data stored in servers around the world. Therefore, the lack of inclusion from the ACSC
to provide principles for data management of IoT devices is a major concern.
All smart watches contain a vast amount of health data captured by the manufacturers and
handled against weak policies written without mandatory regulatory compliance or adherence to
legal frameworks such as the Health Care Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)[92, 93].
HIPAA does not protect the health and fitness data captured by smart watches or fitness apps,
such as the amount of exercise an individual has completed or their heart rate levels throughout a
day[94]. Therefore, if the device manufacturer sells or passes on the individual's data to a third
party that falls outside of the HIPAA listed entities, they are not breaching the privacy rules, nor
will the data be under HIPAA protection [95].
Under HIPAA, protection is only provided for individually identifiable data and not the reidentity of data which is easily achieved due to the advancements in technology [92, 94]. HIPAA
was introduced in 1996 when the re-identity of data was difficult to achieve. However, the
expansion of data points from a range of sources has made it easier to re-engineer data and link it
back to an individual [96]. The Safe Habor Method and the Expert Determination Method of deidentification are authorized under the HIPAA Privacy Rule. However, research has shown that
re-identification was possible through gathering datasets from online sources[97]. This highlights
the importance of robust data governance principles and the urgent need to uplift the HIPAA
Privacy protection.
The U.S. Agency, The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) classifies smart watches into a lowrisk category and, therefore, would not require regulation under the recommendations of the
FDA[98]. This low-risk classification allows manufacturers to seek clearance for technological
advancements without a formal approval process or extensive testing, such as the latest heartmonitoring app from Fitbit, which tracks irregular heartbeat [99]. However, allowing new data
tracking applications to be published without challenge is a concern that should alarm users that
the technology monitoring their health has not been approved or tested by government bodies.
Bluetooth security protocols have guides and standards from The National Institute of Standards
of Technology (NIST) and The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). For
example, NIST 800-121 R1 lists recommendations including the authentication, confidentiality,
and authorization over the information, whereas IEEE 802.15.1 provides Bluetooth security
standards surrounding the technology of low power, low data-rate exchanging devices [43].
These publications are encouraging to see, which provide recommendations for guiding users on
Bluetooth security of smart watch devices.
The potential use of smart watch data as evidence in litigation has brought experts to push for
new regulations to protect employees' health and fitness data within employment legislation [94].
Researchers have presented various models to protect data availability, including [100], who
introduced a tool called GearGadget for law enforcement and analysts to extract data from
Samsung Gear S3 in a secure environment while outputting MD5 hash values for data
verification. In 2016, prosecutors were able to extract data from an Apple Watch to charge a 26year-old with the murder of her grandmother in Adelaide [101]. The investigation presented the
activities and heart rate measurements from the grandmother who was wearing the device to
contradict the defendant’s version of events accepted in the court. With the increased popularity
of smart watches, extracting data from the devices will become more prevalent in legal cases to
provide critical evidence. Therefore, attention is required by manufacturers and regulators to
assure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of smart watch data when used as evidence.
Finally, in 2016, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) introduced
comprehensive requirements for businesses, including smartwatch manufacturers like Apple,
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Samsung, and Fitbit, to present clear privacy policies informing the user of the processing and
use of captured data [102]. The most popular smart watches have well-rounded privacy policies,
with Apple applying similar policies for the iPhone and Watch, with the likes of Samsung and
Garmin offering simple steps to delete your data [103]. Fitbit provides information on its privacy
policies, but it is unlikely the user will read or even understand them [92]. However, as
mentioned, Google’s acquisition of Fitbit and merger with Tizen have raised questions over the
use of data captured by smart watches [4, 93]. GDPR requires users to be informed if data sharing
is planned, but the policies' ambiguity and a lack of requirements against today’s data extraction
methods create loopholes for organizations. For example, Google could extract the health and
lifestyle data from their smart watch entities to help build their new insurance operations, giving
them a competitive advantage over organizations that do not have this wealth of
information[104].
Article 9 GDPR describes the misuse of biometric data for the sole purpose of identifying an
individual and data concerning physical or mental health [105]. As a result, in the context of
smart watches, the scope of health data is broad, with most data collected from a device falling
under this category [106]. In addition, under Article 9.2.C., data processing is allowed when it is
in the best interest of a patient who is physically or legally incapacitated from given consent, with
fines imposed on those who refuse to provide medical information [107]. This exemption applies
to health professionals. However, loopholes in GDPR allow an employer to access an employee’s
health information captured by a smart watch if they can show that processing this data is
necessary for preventive and occupational health [108].

4.4. Summary
Smart watches have introduced many conveniences for the user, with the benefits of data access
and functionality overestimated against fundamental privacy issues [109]. The increased features
have created a society where users freely track and store their personal health information on the
cloud storage servers without second-guessing the unique value of this data and using the
available settings to protect their privacy [18].Current smart watches are small, entering
passwords is very time-consuming, and the decision to purchase one to gain convenience
overlooks privacy. Even though users claim to be concerned about privacy, many ignore the
concept of purchasing a device [110]. This disparity between behaviour and claimed concern is
known as the Privacy Paradox [111]. As a result of this abundance of sensitive information stored
against little security protection, smart watches are becoming an increasingly attractive target for
attackers to exploit.

4.4.1. Summary of Common Vulnerabilities
Gaining access to a user’s data can be achieved via brute force or physical theft of the device and
simply using the device without any barriers due to the lack of password protection and 2FA.
Smart watches have limited storage space with data uploaded to brand-specific or open cloudbased servers worldwide without strong local or remote authentication measures to protect
against unwanted access[34]. A lack of awareness regarding the commercial and legal usage of
data generated by smart watches is evident, alongside a general unknown over what type of
information is tracked and who has access to it[92]. Social norms, emotions, and conveniences
are valued greater than the privacy concerns acknowledged by users[16].
Several studies have highlighted how manufacturers target children with affordable smart
watches with built-in cameras, GPS tracking, and communication technology but lack clear
security protection [1]. These devices have no supporting privacy statements, encryption, or
authentication and are open to attacks like SQL injections [15, 22, 24]. However, the biggest
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issue is weak default passwords (123456), supporting smartphone applications and key software
platforms[17, 77]. The lack of computation power requires traditional memory-based
authentication methods like PIN to be widely adopted due to the small screens making long
passwords an inconvenience to use[112]. However, PIN authentication has several weaknesses,
including being susceptible to shoulder surfing and reconstructing biometric movements to
capture the sequence of digits [113]. Additionally, the lack of encryption within the trusted link
critical establishment protocol pairing process leaves smart watches open to eavesdropping and
MITM attacks [69, 70]

4.4.2. Summary of Mitigation Measures
As a result of known vulnerabilities, China’s Army banned smart watches due to the potential for
devices to be hijacked as eavesdropping tools to exploit sensitive locations, communications, and
military secrets [114]. Then in 2020, the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) of Great Britain
proposed a ban on smart watches until the identified security flaws are fixed by the
manufacturers[115]. At a technological level, utilizing the Trusted Execution Environment of
paired smart phones and introducing greater authentication protocols has demonstrated resistance
against known vulnerabilities[21, 72, 73, 78]. However, highlighting the issues and critically
evaluating the vulnerabilities is insufficient to change behavior [116]. Nor does legislation
provide much incentive for the user or manufacturer to change their behavior, especially when
codes are voluntary to follow, have broad definitions, or are classified against minimal
controls[91, 98, 106]

5. DISCUSSION
This research paper aims to identify potential security vulnerabilities of smart watches and
examine the technical and legislative advancements required to reduce exposure to malicious
activities and protect users' data privacy. The methodology criteria analysed a broad range of
databases and journal publications from the previous ten years that presented findings on the
security of smart watches from both a technological and psychological adoption approach. The
findings showed that research conducted on smart watches illustrated several security flaws
across various consumer devices, especially those marketed at children. Consistent findings
proved that more research is required with greater levels of involvement from the government
and increased user awareness. However, the lack of literature failed to provide clear evidence that
all smart watches have security vulnerabilities, notably the high-end devices, which account for a
significant market proportion.
Overall, the findings confirmed that many smart watches operate within an unsecured
environment that rely on critical infrastructure to control wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that
send and receive sensitive data. Even though this infrastructure poses data protection flaws,
advancements to improve the security of smart watches have started to be published with
similarities in the message to provide awareness for the industry. It is essential to view the
security of smart watches in the IoT environment with similar methods adopted for all
devices[117]. Users need to trust their data from an end-to-end perspective, ensuring the
convenience and functionalities of smart watches continue to be beneficial while knowing that
strong security standards and practices are provided. As the technology behind smart watches
develops, so do the opportunities for security exploitation and malicious attacks.
Attention to addressing the known vulnerabilities has been steadily increasing with advancements
to improve the security of smart watches proposed by researchers ranging from lightweight
authentication methods to segregated trusted execution environments. In addition, government
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bodies are providing security codes of practices, pushing for new employment legislation, and
military organizations banning the use of smart watches. These are all promising signs that can
help remediate the risks and ensure a safe environment for the user.
Given the flaws highlighted by several studies, one would think either malicious attackers are yet
fully committed to this technology with their focus on higher prized assets, or users have a level
of security awareness to provide a layer of protection against the vulnerabilities. However, as
with any IoT device, it is only a matter of time until the likes of sensitive information are exposed
from eavesdropping on a government official, an organization dealing with a ransomware
demand after exploiting a smart watch gave hackers the route into the company’s network, or a
large-scale data dump of pictures of children taken from smart watches is available on the dark
web.
At a user level, retailers should be held more accountable for selling smart watches with known
vulnerabilities, alongside clear advice provided to users on which devices are secure and
preferred by industry-leading professionals. One approach could be applying a ‘Security Score,
‘like the energy consumption score listed on white appliances, that gives the user clear,
straightforward information on the risks and privacy issues that a consortium of governing bodies
has assessed. For example, an Apple Watch would score a high score based on is extra layers of
encryption typically found within Apple devices. However, a low-end device would score low
based on the ease for attackers to expose data and access key connection exchanges.

6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, these findings suggest that the security of smart watches requires a greater level of
understanding, and future research should concentrate on the methods to remediate highlighted
risks. These findings imply that researchers in a controlled setting have investigated only a select
number of smart watches to discover the security flaws. Additionally, the general lack of research
into the user’s privacy awareness, supporting legislation, and partnership with the industry
proved to be a significant gap in the literature. Therefore, it is proposed that future research
should be conducted in parallel with the manufacturers and government bodies to combine
knowledge and promote a collaborative industry.
In addition, I recommend that smart watches should have mandatory security protection governed
by a set of security regulations and policies that protect data privacy and exposure from potential
attacks. Proper security concepts, controls, and mechanisms must be integrated before and during
the design and architectural period to produce a secure product. Security issues should not be an
after thought that causes oversights, increased costs, and less reliability for both the user and
manufacturer[60]. Integrating security into the design of smart watches by increasing the
computation power to handle stronger authentication and encryption methods has been
highlighted to protect against malicious attacks. It is concerning that most connected systems are
configured vulnerable by default, allowing malware to exploit technology and personal
information[118]. Advancements in artificial intelligence, cognitive computing, deep learning,
and the merging of the physical and digital worlds have created new security challenges to
protect information alongside presenting the opportunity for alternative concepts to pioneer
information security into a new era[119]. Smart watch functionality will continue to evolve into
an environment where more sensitive data is tracked and shared amongst third parties such as
healthcare providers and insurance companies while having the ability to control other IoT
devices will become the norm.
Finally, a smart watch contains sensitive information. However, the categorization of this data
under the legislation is vague and undefined. For example, GDPR does not distinguish between
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health and lifestyle data, with HIPAA protection not applying to re-engineered data and specific
datasets. Technological advancements in transforming the smart watch from a GPS tracking
device to a cutting-edge IoT wearable have brought significant benefits to the user, but these
come at a cost from the extensive data tracking. Despite these developments, data protection laws
have been slow in responding to the required legislation and standards to protect the user.
However, on the other hand, security protection always starts with the user. In addition, the
infrastructure of smart watches makes it challenging to use authentication protection, with low
computation power and a lack of embedded security monitoring software. Therefore, should the
smart watch manufacturers be held responsible for not providing basic security parameters
outside of their privacy policies and online guides?
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